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raplanguage and its benefits. > reportbuilder 19.03 enterprise for delphi 10.3 rio full source for more

information, please review the reporting and rap language topic page for more details on
raplanguage and its benefits.3 rio full source raplanguage provides the ability to execute stored

procedures and sql queries, and to read input parameters and return results. raplanguage is a set of
events, which can be associated with multiple controls on the form and can be used to interact with

them and trigger any stored procedures, sql queries, or dynamic code on the fly. as with
reportbuilder, raplanguage does not alter the source code of reportbuilder. it provides the ability to

compute code and manage complex event (event handler) at runtime. the raplanguage
programming language is an object-oriented language that is suitable for execution of stored

procedures, sql queries, and dynamic code on the fly. the language is based on delphi and supports
all of the features of standard delphi code. you can add a reference to the raplanguage library to

your project, and then create your own classes in this library. the raplanguage classes are stored in
the reference that you added to your project. you can use the raplanguage classes as normal delphi
classes. this allows you to create your own custom events for your application, and associate them
with the appropriate controls in your project. you can also create your own custom rapevent types,

such as in the following example.
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the next step in this tutorial is to add a new database to reportbuilder. your first step is to create a
new database on your computer. we will use the code sample provided by your instructor, which we

will have to modify. you should be able to copy and paste the code from the box at the bottom of
this page. you will need to modify the tab named datasources and the database properties to match

the database you are using. the example in the box will use a microsoft access database named
reportbuilder3.mdb. you will need to change the path for the database you are using. the next step
is to create a new report in reportbuilder. to do so, click the label (as shown in figure 10), which is
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located in the reportbuilder menu. this will open the report wizard. reportbuilder will walk you
through the process of creating a new report. the next window down is the designer window, which
provides a workspace for you to create your report. it also provides the ability to create your data
sources, datasets, and reports. the designer window is also where you edit your design properties,

including the ability to change the report output file format. after you have selected the data source,
the data source properties dialog box opens. you can adjust the following properties: hostname - the
name of the server where your database resides. port number - the port number of the server where
your database resides. database name - the name of the database in which the report data resides.
user name - the name of the user account that the data source is associated with. password - the

password for the user account. 5ec8ef588b
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